No book can be more inspiring than the Glorious Quran. As a Muslim, it is the duty of each one of us to invite people to the path of Allah and our Prophet Muhammad SAW. “Let there arise out of you a band of people inviting to all that is good, enjoining what is right, and forbidding what is wrong. They are the ones to attain felicity.”

Al-Imran, 104:

At a time when sections of the world are either indifferent or hostile to Islamic ideology, it is important to remember the responsibilities we have been bestowed with by the Book. And do our bit in spreading the word of Allah SWT.
We are going through a difficult time, and in today's world a tussle of two ideologies is going on and we are the third ideology amongst them. We have to strive with all our strength which Allah SWT has given us. Journalism, poetry, novel writing and whichever field suits you, you have to train yourself. And those people who possess better knowledge and skills they must step ahead in different departments of knowledge and expertise.

Moulana Syed Abul Ala Maududi RA
Later, their limited exposure resulted in calls for a ban on radio and television, followed more recently by calls for ban on Internet and even mobile phones. Yet, in today’s age when we have seen the crucial role played by the media, including social media, in the coming to power of Right Wing leader as Prime Minister, we can no longer turn a Nelson’s eye to it. If anything, social media has become a tool in the hands of the masses.

Unfortunately, at the same time, there is great ignorance about Islam in the media. Even those journalists, authors and artists who are not opposed to Islamic ideology often end up supporting the West in the absence of awareness about the faith. Half truths are often presented as complete knowledge.

At such a time, it is imperative that Muslims come forward to project the right picture of Islam, and indeed offer an alternative to the media and the larger society.

When the world is struggling with issues of racism and casteism, it is important to recall the Last Sermon of Prophet Muhammad SAW where he clearly outlined the equality of humankind, emphasizing that no Arab has superiority over non-Arab, no White man has superiority over a Black man. It is equally important to tell our young men and women as also children that Islam offers a complete way of life, a lifestyle which is distinct from that of the West, sought to be emulated by rest of the world. This ignorance about Islam has to be dispelled through newspapers, radio and television, not to forget Internet with its convenient tools of Twitter and Facebook. Rahbar TV is the first step in the journey towards greater awareness about Islam in our media.

Over a period of time, we are planning to provide appropriate content to targeted age groups in different formats like films, drama, animation, interviews, Islamic songs and e-books, etc. The information shall be authentic with appropriate ready references.
I am a rahbar!

I am a muslim!
To be renowned as the ultimate online digital library on anything about Islam.

The mission of the online digital library shall be to guide the knowledge seekers with authentic Islamic information.

To remind all human beings about their Creator and Sustainer and to guide them to live their life according to Divine Guidance.

To provide the world with an Islamic perspective on all issues, including the world of business, finance, sports, literature and entertainment.

To remind humankind, specially the Muslim community, regarding the aim of life.

To guide Muslim brothers and sisters to invest their talent and time for the cause of Islam.

“To Join what is right and forbid what is wrong”
(Surah Al Imran 111)
Uniqueness

Alternate to contemporary entertainment

Transforming Islamic content online

Powerful search engine with highest reach
ISLAMIC SEARCH ENGINE

ONLINE MULTIMEDIA LIBRARY

PLATFORM YOU CAN USE

PRODUCTION & PUBLISHING

ON DEMAND CONTENT

OLD ARCHIVED MATERIAL
Separate dedicated studios for Audio & Video.
Video Studio: Fully equipped latest studio with separate green room & editing room.
Audio Studio: State of art recording room with digital mixture & professionals.
OUR DEPARTMENTS

LEADER with a vision & mission to provide exceptional online Islamic platform to Muslim ummah.

Production:  Production Manager
              Video Department Head
              Audio Department Head
              Docs Department Head

Publishing:  Publishing Manager
              Data Manager
              Database Administrators
              Uploader
              Digital Librarians
              Web Admin

Marketing:  Marketing Manager
            Marketing Specialist
            SEO Specialist
            Usability Analyst
            Response Manager

Support Team:  Creative
               Advisory
               Idea Generation
               Technical
Reproduction

Transforming old outdated formats into present formats. Like video cassettes to MPEG, Audio cassettes to MP3, Books to PDF.

1) Video conversion: Converting old dars, speeches, conference and interviews with Islamic personalities,

2) Audio Conversion: Converting old cassettes into quality mp3 of dars, speeches, tarane, conference and interviews.

3) PDF Conversion: Converting old Islamic books (Quran, hadith, History, literature and to digital formats for online reading.
Production

- Speeches.
- Islamic Study Material.
- Audio Books.
- Islamic Songs.
- Film Making,
- Short Videos & Documentaries.
- Cartoons & Animations for Children.
- Interviews of Islamic Personalities.
- PowerPoint Presentation.
Especially I would urge the young generation to emphasize on ending the isolation and move ahead in arts & culture.

I expect that my appeal will not be heard by deaf ears, and time to time our young generation should pay attention in the field of Arts and culture.

- Maulana Syed Abul Ala Maududi (RA)

- You think we have something in common or you would like to be part of our endeavour? Yes? Then the doors are open.............................................................. Join us.
- If you think we don’t relate in common but you have a passion to support our thought?.............................................................. Join us.
- Time is a constraint but you would still like to do your bit? Relax. Our doors are still open. Just!.............................................................. Join us.
  - as a contributor.